Summertime has come to Avalon College! The sky is blue, flowers are blooming and the weather is hot and sometimes rainy and humid. Our wonderful teachers have just returned refreshed after the Christmas holidays and we welcome back many students who are preparing for entry into Australian schools in February and April.

This Bumper edition of Avalon News includes students’ first impressions of their class work, reports on our fabulous Drama Night, excursions to the beach and The Barwon Grange historic homestead and museum, weekend activities and our splendid Christmas lunch at Avalon College. Avalon News includes accounts of many happy memories, games and fun times and it is written in the students’ authentic voices (without teacher corrections) about their experiences, celebrations, the staff and lifestyle here at Avalon College.

This student magazine also contains lots of photos of students and the variety of activities they enjoy here at Avalon College.

We hope you enjoy this edition of Avalon News.

Paul Hoban
Head of School
ZHANG Zehui (Merlin)

I'm in Class F, I think it's an amazing Class. In our Class, Everyone is a different individual. Our teacher Mrs Strover, she wants us to think, not just listen to the Teacher's answer. We talk about our future and plans. She wants all of our classmates have a certain plan and work hard to reach it. George Ben and Eason are good at communicating. Nick is good at thinking. Jerry can do very well in Maths. Someone in other class always says that Class F just has a little homework. Class' G has the most. I just want to say that to improve your English don’t need too much homework, you need to speak. Homework is just a method to help you review the most important point.

I welcome Everybody to come to our Class.

LEE Jia-Bao (Liam)

Hello everyone. My name is Liam from the class B. Today I come to introduce My class. My class is class B. I know the class B sounds like very sucks but its not. Class B’s teacher is very Good. She is Ms. Hobbs She always teach us some Grammar or teach us How to write a Letter. I always have fund in her class. Ms. Hobbs is a good teacher she always smile to me that’s make me feel very comfortable. When I have question Mrs. Hobbs always explain a lot things to me I know she is very afraid if I can’t understand this questions. Ms. Hobbs is a lovely woman. She working every day and she always prepare the material for the class. Ms. Hobbs is a good teacher. In class B. We have 10 students in class B. Every students in class B always working hard and good. Sometimes we always Make teacher to worry about us. but I am not a noity boy I always follow the Ms. Hobbs’s “rule” to do. I am a good student!

LAN Songning (Sam)

Hello, everyone. My name is Sam. Today, I want to talk about my class B. Please do not think Class B is a rubbish class, but actually class B is same to the every class, because in every class, we are all need to study. In class B there are eight Students. In Class B, every one is my friend. In Class B, our teacher is Ms. Hobbs, she is a good teacher in Avalon. She always teach us a lot of things about English. When we have some questions, She always helps us to answer. In the morning, when we have class. First time she always procuratorial our work. If we have 5 don’t know, she always teaches us first. Then, we have some work at class, When we finish. We always have a rest or Play a small game. At class, some one always likes laughing, they are Smile and Meme. Also someone is very quiet, like Chuck. Before lunch time. We always play a game. But we have many homework.

TIAN Yuan (Chris)

In my opinion, class D is a big family that everyone is kind and friendly. Then our teacher is Ms. Pottinger that she is a humour teacher. She has many knowledge that every day has new things can teach us. Then, I have many interested classmates in my class. For example, Monkey King – Keita. Master L – Ken, Little dumpling – Eric and many girls. Why we call keita monkey king? Because sometime keita’s behaviour really looks like a monkey and he always say “I genious” So in our opinion the most smart.
LIANG Xiyi (Ivy)

I am one of the Classmates in Class E in Avalon College. Class E is a big family, there are 10 students and two female teachers in our class. Including 5 boys and two of them are twins and came from Vietnam, and the other eight beside me came from the different places of China. One of our teachers came from Hong Kong, China and another is local cans speak Japanese. All of them are very knowledgeable and kind. The lessons in Class E are very interesting and helpful. From example, we watched some little video and we discussed with pair and then told about our comments in class. Or sometimes we rewrote down the story and told to other. I think it was very funny and we also can improve our writing and speaking, it could help us to think deeply and completely! Class E always had lots of passion. in the classes, we chatted about our daily every morning, and then did some warm up and started our new day lesion. We could speak our opinions, our questions, Teachers would listen carefulness and give us their own views. This is my class in Avalon, a amicable, positive, remorseless class!

YU Yiguo (Alina)

I am in class D at Avalon in the morning English classes. Our teacher is Ms Pottenger. She is a very kind and interesting person. She is easy to talk to and she treat us friendly. There are 12 people in my class, but 11 of them are Chinese, only one of us is Japanese. The ambience of our class is very harmonious, we all talk to each other nice and friendly and so one argued. Sometimes the teacher will give us a topic and let us work together to discuss about it. I think we all work very hard in class and we make progress every week. I hope we can all do better in the future.

CAO Lishan (Carol)

I’m in Class E now. I love this class very much. There are 10 people in our class. Most of us are Chinese, but we have a twins who is from Vietnam. They are very famous in our school because of their lovely faces. Our teachers are Ms Lau and Mrs Morgan. Our class is always full of laughter, everybody is interested in what the teachers say. We can also listen music in Mrs Morgan classes. It’s quiet different from my class in China. Although our class is too noisy sometimes, I like studying in Class E, I very enjoy the time with. My classmates and teachers.
**My Class - My Teacher**

**HUANG Ziyuan (Lisa)**

I like my class at Avalon. Our teacher is Ms Pottenger she’s a kind, friendly teacher, and her classes are interesting. There are about 15 students in class D, they are all very helpful. Some of them often help me when I can’t understand the rules of Avalon. Some of the exercises in the class are interesting, because Ms Pottenger change them into games. This way of studying makes me learn faster. There are difficult exercises, too. For example: watch a video and take notes, or watch a speech and write a paragraph about it. The challenge improve my listening and the speed of writing. The most exciting thing is watch ABC news and take notes, and then work with class C. After we take notes, we’ll compete with each other. Questions in compete are always very difficult. After this part, each group should make a funny question about this video. That’s the only relaxing part. Students laugh when they hear a laughable question. This exercise improve my listening skills. In class, Ms Pottenger taught us how to make a plan for learning English. That’s a good, effective plan. I think This can improve my English very well. I like my class.

**LIU Yonglin (Jun)**

Hello! I’m a student in class B. My teacher is Mrs Hobbs. before I have Ms. Joyce. but she 24/8/16 Leave went to another school. We are in class room 2. the classroom 2. is not big but not small. between big and small, Although the classroom 2 is middle. but so warm. In class B have 10 People 9 Student. 1 Teacher. Although the student not so many. Is so happy and the teacher can manage better. However, if the class B. have so many People. This will lead to the class so noise. in Class B the Mrs Hobbs. often play game with student. It’s so interesting. In class B sometimes the homework is so hard. But some People said the class B is “Rubbish class” I don’t think so. I think the class B is a big family. If which student in. trouble other student will help he or she. This is my class. warm. and. happy.

**WU Linying (Jasmine)**

Hello, everyone. I come from Class C. Which class is very nice next, I will tell something about class C to you. I think my class is particularly with other class. Because my class just have two girls. The girls are less than other class. Everyone are kind and friendly and everyone are very positive in the class. In the class C, there is a kind teacher called Mrs. Elakis. She has black hair, she has black eyes, She wears a pair of glasses. She looks very young. and she is very beautiful when she smell. I conside she is very patient to me. When I have problems, I ask her. She will tell me How to do it. If I don’t understand she will tell me over and over. I think which is she teach us is very interesting. I will pay attention to her everyday morning. This is my teacher who called Mrs. Elakis. Our classroom is in the classroom four which is a big classroom. there are many beautiful art works in the wall. It let the classroom artistic. In the centre, we have a projector. Sometimes we can watch something about our English class. That can let us improve our English quickly. and we have two air-conditions. it can let us warm. That is my classroom. That is class C which class I like it.
Habits at Avalon Beach

YAO Yifan (Even)
We went to Avalon Beach last Friday. There are a lot of kinds of wildlife living around the Avalon Beach, such as globefish, grass parrots, sea gulls, resin, seaweed and crab. The colour of sea is blue, and the water in the sea is very clean and clear, we even can see some kinds of life swim in the water clearly. The wind from the sea is very fresh and a little salty. That day is a sunny day, sunshine is very hot, but wind also strong, so we can not feel very hot, just a little bit warm.

WANG Yihang (Vivian)
On the beach, I saw a beautiful scene which I have not ever seen before. There were sea gulls that flying in the sky, unique shells and crabs on the beach. If you see carefully, you would find some seaweeds under the water. Because the water was very clean, can see the sands under the water. Around the beach, there were many big trees and tiny flowers, and there were some white butterflys that were standing on the petals of the tiny flowers. I drew a picture for the sea and little buildings around the sea.

CHEN Weiyuan (William)
Last week we went to Avalon Beach. Although it is very hot, we still found a lot of things. I saw some starfishes, crabs, sea gulls and some shells. I even saw a dead fish! It looks like a globefish. I also see so many mosquitos and flies! That is so annoying.
The Corio Bay is one of numerous bays in the southwest corner of Australia’s Port Phillip, and is the bay on which abuts the City of Geelong. The nearby suburb of Corio takes its name from Corio Bay.

Holocaust & Museum

We raised our hands, Struggling for peace and freedom. Crying for sorrow and pain But the world keeps its silence As if nothing has ever happened
At 25th November, the day finally came. It was really a special day for us – Drama Night. We started to prepare it almost one month ago. The performances probably started at 7p.m. There were many interesting shows such as dance “thriller” and “Ghost Buster” drama “ A werewolf in town” and “ Wolf and seven kids”. Magic performance song “Avalon Family” and other piano shows. It was quite exciting, but my favourite show is “Wolf and seven kids” because I was in the play. I saw everyone’s effort, we tried our best to make this drama perfect. There was a big party after the show. We met old students that have been to Avalon before, we had a lot of delicious food and drinks. We danced and played games. Drama Night was really fantastic. It was the most exciting experience for me in Avalon College.

CHEN Ke (Coco)

Drama night is one of the most significant events in Avalon College. We started the preparation two months ago, which was also the time I entered Avalon College. So everytime for pratice is a chance to me to make new friends. I chose dancing in Drama Night – there are two dances <<Thriller>> and <<Ghost Buster>>. Actually, most of us are the first time to dance, so it was a special experience for all of us. Before the formal performance, we utilised our free time to practice again and again. Even on our art class, we made some props by ourselves, such as welcome sign and poster. At that night, we started to prepare at 5.30, students changed costume for performance, some students volunteered to make up for us. We were all very excited, took selfie together to record our memories. When we got onto the stage the large number of audience made us feel a little nervous, however, we really enjoyed the show, enjoyed the applause. After the Drama Performance, Avalon College held a party for students and audience, which includes ex-students, students’ parents and so on. We had food & drink, we talked to each other, we played games altogether, we danced.... Drama Night, a memorable experience for all Avalon students.

CHEN Shuling (Celine)

Last Friday, we have a drama night in Avalon. I was very happy because we can have funny there. We made up in the classroom 4, and Miss. Grbin helped us drew some colours on our eyes. When the first program over, we went to classroom 9 to gather and played some games. Until we start, I feel nerous and I afraid of making some wrong that I will feel embarrassed. After we finish dancing, we walked back to classroom 4 again. After drama night, we had a party in the boys boarding house, and all the old student came there to eat something such as pizza, fruit, cake and so on. At 10.00pm, we played some games. At 11:00pm, we danced with music, everybody very happy but some people in the game room played phone. When we finished, we even cannot sleep because of crazy.
LAI Zhenghao (Tony)

In my opinion, the Drama Night was the best day I've ever spent in Avalon. It was a really big day and we prepared a lot. We had dramas, dance and magic shows on that day and every thing was perfect. I was in the drama “Werewolf in town”. I had a character of Policeman and it was the first time I've ever tried to perform. I think that the practice of the drama was the most interesting part and it really took a lot of time including the activities time. I was really nervous before practicing, but I was quiet enjoying the perform after several days. It was really wonderful to stand on the stage and perform in costumes. I think that all of the students in Avalon enjoyed that day and I'm looking forward to the next Drama Night.

LIU Yangjingyi (Karen)

Last Friday night we had drama night. Many people came to our school. Such as old students who stayed in Avalon before and the familiys of students. The first show was dance “thriller” in this performance this dance is very famous long time ago. We did some make-up and wore the strange costume all of us looked like ghosts. There was a special machine near the stage it can make white smog. The second show was modern drama. We used paper and plastic to make the oven and drawed picture on the board. It was really magnificent. The last one is “Ghost Buster”. All the audiences laughed. In the end we song Avalon Family. Song a special song for Avalon College called “Avalon family” I think the guests really enjoyed Drama Night.

SUN Qifan (Annie)

Drama night was one of my happiest days in Avalon College. Although I didn’t take part in all the activities, I felt satisfied. I was in the “Werewolf In Town”, I helped them to make music while they were moving things around. In fact, they didn’t get my “job”in the past, but I just applied and they agreed. It let me learn that I need to be confidence and outgoing. There were two funny things happened on me, actually they were the same but not on the same occasion. The first was during practice session, and the other was during the performance. I didn’t get a chair, so I had to put one of my feet on the stage and to play my instrument – Pipa. The time passed quickly, in a short term, we finished our play and we went back. I love drama night and I learnt a lot from it. It will be my best experience ever in my life.
Class Excursion

Barwon Grange & Lara Museum

XU Lai (Lexie)

The day after Level 5 & 6’s exit test, we went to Lara Museum and Barwon Grange. I didn’t imagine or expect it a lot. However it was a surprise. Our group arrived at Lara Museum first. It was not a big museum. Then, the staff introduced themselves to us. The Lara Museum is used to be a hotel. The exhibition mainly displayed tools and things which Australian people use. An interesting thing is we saw a picture of Avalon college a hundred years ago. It made me feel connected with Australian history. It is amazing to observe differences between the past and now. I have never experienced this kind of museum. In the afternoon, we went to Barwon Grange, which is a charming house. A wealthy couple from England lived in this house. When it was “Gold Rush”. The furnitures and decorations are all exquisite and elegant. It is very interesting that men and women had totally different hobbies. The men used to stay in smoking room. On the contrary, the women stayed with their friends in the drawing room. They also played different games. The house made me feel like coming back to the nineteenth century. The experience there is precious. All in all, I think this trip is unique. Instead of going to those famous museums, Lara museum and Barwon Grange let me feel closer to the history. It will become an unforgettable memory.

LIU Yaoting (Jack)

Last week we went to Barwon Grange and Lara Museum. Barwon Grange is a ancient house owned by British people and Lara Museum is a very old hotel. The Barwon Grange is next to a river, the scenery is very beautiful and the garden is full of English plants, and it also have a small fountain in the central, and inside the house is also very beautiful, there is a lot of expensive furniture. There also have a house for Servants, under the house there is a cellar for water tank, the tank make fountain work, then we went to play Croqret, this game is creat on the ship, because there was nothing to do. Then we went to lara museum, It looked like siheyuan in Bejing. We saw a lot of old furniture, textile and maching, The machine can make sheep’s wool into knitting and there is a cottage for poor people to sleep. For this trip, I learned a lot about Australia history. This was a very useful trip.

WU Qianxi (Kirsty)

Barwon Grange is a historical architecture which is located on the side of Barwon River. It owns an important significance to show the life of nobels in the past with luxurious donations and expensive furniture. The front garden is gorgeous with a copper fountain, and the whole garden is full of flourishing flowers and many kinds of fruit trees. The most impressive room for me is the withdrawing room which is for the hostess. There is an old piano, a great number of huge mirrors, a big table which is made from precious red sanders. We could connect with the ancient life directly and we all had a meaningful day there.

YANG Zedi (George)

Last week, we went to Barwon Grange and lara museum. We saw many old tools that they use to make their life easier. Like a hamburger machine, you put raw beef, bread, vegetable and eggs into it, then put it in the oven, they said it’s ten times better than McDonald’s. In the Barwon Grange, we saw the 1800s people’s bathtub. It was called “bidet”. It is like a chair, but when you take off the cover, you will see it. In1800s’chinese things are very popular to them, they copy it, collect them and show off them. The two place are very interesting and history place, I want to go back one day.
Class Excursion
Barwon Grange & Lara Museum
TING Tsz Ching (Cherry)

Every weekend Avalon College bring us to join different activities outside the school. We had been to roller skating, climbing and Melbourne Show and so on. The most unforgettable experience was roller skating which I have never played before. I was very scared at the beginning. I just stayed near the fence as afraid of falling on the ground. Suddenly, my friend grabs my hand and skates in a high speed. I was petrified by her but it was stimulain. So I started focusing on their skating technic and I can skate smoothly before leaving.

XU Shou Yuan (Sean)

Well, I’m only here for two weeks and only had one weekend activities. The Melbourne Show. It’s so excited, lolly shop, ice cream, haunted house, face painting ... Feels like it’s haven for kids. Next I’m going to tell you my favourite program and the scariest program in the show – The Haunted House. Well, I feel a little bit disappointed with the haunted house, I went in with one of the “bravest” person, he is Sam, and he is definitely the “bravest” because when we go in he looks like a warrior, and I’m feeling normal, when we walk into the haunted house I’m feeling these ghost are some kind of idiot, but our “bravest warrior” is pushing me forward like I’m his shield! “You go first, mate!” I. Fine fine fine! I always feel it’s funny, and Melbourne Show is one of the funniest memorise I had in my life.

C HENG Weilun (Jerry)

There a lot of activities at Avalon College and almost every activity is interesting. I’ve stayed at Avalon College for one more month, so I did many exciting activities. Such as, shopping, climbing and some sports. Sometime we will go to some attractions. I still remember an attraction called Sovereign Hill. I like this attraction very much because I rally found gold in the river. We always go shopping in the Melbourne Centre, sometime we go to Queen market and Chadstone. So I think the activities are abundant at Avalon college and I’m looking forward to having more activities.
ZHANG Yiliu (Larissa)

Time flies, I have been in Avalon for more than a month. On weekdays we should study hard. But on weekends, the activities always give us a lot of fun and chances to relaxed ourselves. The Staff took us to go shopping or visit some places of interest on Saturday, for instance, Melbourne Central. On Sunday, we went outside and did some different sports in Geelong. My favourite activity is roller-skating. It was on the first Sunday. We went to Geelong by bus and all of us were very excited. I haven’t skated for a long time but I remembered it after a while. Although I fell over and hurt my thigh, I enjoyed the music and the skating a lot.

QIAN Zheng (Leo)

“Melbourne Show” is my favorite activities in Avalon College. Melbourne Show used to be a agriculture exhibition since 1848. But it has became a carnival which includes lots of parts. Such as horsemanship show and lumbering competition. The most exciting part of “Melbourne Show” is entertainment like Roller Coaster, bungee, Haunted House, giant wheel and so on. It’s still very much alive in my memory to go to haunted house. Those staffs wore different kinds of horrible costumes and acted like the characters in horror films for scaring you. It was so horrible that we just lowered our heads and found way to get out all the time. Anyway, You will find what you like in “Melbourne Show” and I hope I can join in it again.

WU Yue (Anika)

Every weekend at Avalon College, we have many interesting activities. Such as BBQ, Camping, Geelong show, visit to the zoo, Mini-Glof, aquarium etc. Last weekend, I also joined some interesting activities, ON Friday, we had the Drama Night, we show the dance “Thriller” and “Ghost Buster” After the Drama Night, we had a big party until twelve o'clock! On Saturday, we have fun at Geelong Waterfront the sea was so beautiful. On Sunday we went to play bowling, that’s a quite fun game. This is my happy weekend.
CAI Ruze (Isaac)

Mr Clough, is the staff who I asked. He is a kind staff, always make Avalon students laugh, like his name “Mr Claugh”. Firstly, about his favourite sport, he love to play football. I can see his strong muscle in his legs. Also he enjoy his job of working in Avalon College. But he have another job at Geelong school, the subject is about English and History. I am interesting about History, so I acquaintance Mr Clough is teaching about Australia, and aboriginal’s history. Aboriginal fascinating, it’s about the first people who came in Australia. Second, Mr Clough is a responsible for Avalon Student. So he feels a little difficult about communicate with the other country’s people, but Mr Clough is prefer to use “body language” to show student. Also he love to stay with us, because he want to know about the other country’s culture. Third he already married, and have three children Kiln, Gypsy, Molly. Fantastic.

WANG Xinglong (Leo)

My interview people is Mr Agit, he is kitchen staff, he is very friendly staff, every food all is he and another staff cook. The food is very delicious. He living in Geelong, and he Lived Geelong for two years, also he worked in Avalon for one full years. He rearly interesting about his job. He likes to eat Thai food. I think he is a good staff. He likes cook Chinese food.

ZHAO Ziyuan (Charlie)

Mr. Cashin is a stong and handsome man. He is 183cm tall, and his favorite fruit is banana. He likes to eat hamburger. His favorite sport is play football. He prefer to listen to music and walk the dog. He will watch pop fiction when he watch television. He just 26 years old, so he like to play mobile games, like poke’ mongo etc. He can speak lots of language. Always say “rubbish” when we lose.

Farewell to Mrs Ashton

Mrs Sally-Anne Ashton has recently retired from teaching at Avalon College, and will be moving to Melbourne. Sally-Anne has been an inspirational teacher at Avalon College for the past 14 years since starting work here in March 2003. She has been assistant Director of Studies for some years and helped to develop our excellent curriculum, working particularly well with our more advanced classes.

During her time at Avalon College, Sally-Anne has assisted over 2000 international students on their pathway to success in Australian schools. Her high standards and expectations of student work have instilled a sense of pride and personal responsibility in our students which is the hallmark of our reputation for excellence in English Language and school preparation courses.

The staff, students, parents and guardians past and present would like to express our deep admiration for all the wonderful work Mrs Ashton has done over her years at Avalon College, and wish her well for the future.
All that day I forgot to buy gift to other people so I just enjoy the Christmas lunch. All then teacher and staff joined Avalon’s party. I saw they worked very hard, concentrated at their job, passed the food, cleaned the table. But I think most exciting show is Mr Paul’s Santa Claus. Mr Paul is a funny guy as usual so he also can bring happy’s environment also can decreas our pressure, after all I really enjoy this perfect party.

A great meal was happened on the 8th of December. That was a big lunch which was gathered everyone in Avalon and had a good time. During the lunch we had a lot of delicious food, such as fried shrimp, turkey and dessert. When we were enjoy our food the staff members and some students had a lot of fantastic performs. Mr Paul dressed into Santa to make us had a good time. After that it was the most exciting time, change the gifts. Girls gave the presents to their male partner first, then it was time for the boys. After all we opened the wrapping paper and surprised with things inside. Everybody enjoyed that very much. I hope Avalon College can have more celebration like this.

Yesterday we had Christmas lunch. The party is wonderful and the food are amazing. Mr Paul played guitar and harmonica very well. Also the Class B students played ukulele together and the song’s name is Kingle Bells. The song was very nice and we had a happy memory about the party. Then we exchanged the gift. Everyone was excited about their gift, someone got the gift they like but some didn’t. Most of the gift that the boys give is a doll and bought a cute bunny doll as a gift. We enjoy the Christmas lunch very much!

Christmas is coming and yesterday we had a small party in Avalon. Everybody were very happy and excited. We ate lots of delicious food. We also have desserts which was very tasty and “good-looking”. Mr Paul played guitar and he also be our Santa Claus. Class played a song name “Jingle Bells” by ukulele. Everybody sang that song together with Class B. After that we exchanged gifts together all students were so funny an excited. That was the best Christmas for me.

As we all know the feast of Christmas is the most momentus for western countries and there is no exception for Australia. In order to celebrate Christmas festival as well as promoting international students acquaint the convention of Australia faster Avalon College organized an activity for students to enjoy the pleasure of foreign culture. As for me this was first time spend Christmas time at Australia, there was an abundant supply of food such like turkey and dessert. The advocado and mango was the best meal I had ever eaten in Australia. The elaborate snacks not only took happiness for us, but it represented the earnest attitude of our school and chefs as well, thanks for the cooks. The performances are also varied, we had Christmas songs and swapped our gifts, boys exchanged gifts with girls and it was vital of our party. I received a case of chocolate, it let me gain the surprise and reinforced the relationship between different gender students. I experienced a marvellous afternoon.
Christmas Lunch
**Avalon Recognition Awards Term 4, 2016**

**INITIATIVE AWARDS**
- HUANG Jianan (Angela)
- LERTNAMCHAO Suvanan (Smile)
- NGUYEN Duc Duy Hung (Hung)
- NGUYEN Duc Minh Tam (Tam)
- TANG Jingxia (Annie)
- WANG Yihang (Vivian)
- ZHU Hai Lun (Ken)
- ZOU Jiacheng (Griffin)

**BIG STEP AWARDS**
- DUONG Hoang Ha Ahn (Hannah)
- GONG Jue (Gloria)
- GUO Jingyi (Amanda)
- HUANG Zilai (Jenny)
- HUANG Ziyao (Zachary)
- KAWAI Keita (Keita)
- LIANG Xiyi (Ivy)
- PAN Junqi (Kevin)

**BIG STEP AWARDS**
- PAN Junqi (Kevin)
- TIAN Yulin (Chuck)
- WATTANAPONGSIN Chanon (Ben)
- WU Junchuan (Jerry)
- WU Yue (Anika)
- ZHAO Yu (Yu)

---

**Congratulations**

**to the Term 4, 2016**

**Avalon Graduates**

- CAO Lishan (Carol) - Kardinia International College
- CHAI Mingda (Ray) - Yarra Valley Grammar
- CHEN Weiyuan (William) - Yarra Valley Grammar
- CHEN Yuyan (Isabella) - Balwyn Secondary School
- CHENG Weilun (Jerry) - Ivanhoe Grammar
- GUO Jingyi (Amanda) - Presbyterian Ladies’ College
- GUO Yutong (Canex) - Beaconsfield College
- HUANG Jianan (Angela) - Shelford Girls’ Grammar
- HUANG Ziyuan (Lisa) - Lauriston Girls’ School
- JIANG Merry (William) - Williamstown Secondary College
- LEE Jia-Bao (Liam) - Melbourne Grammar
- LERTNAMCHAO Suvanan (Smile) - Geelong Grammar
- LIANG Xiyi (Ivy) - Ivanhoe Grammar
- LOU Richeng (Charlie) - Caulfield Grammar
- NGUYEN Duc Duy Hung (Hung) - Geelong Grammar
- NGUYEN Duc Minh Tam (Tam) - Geelong Grammar
- OU Haoxin (Nick) - Aquinas College

- RONNAKIAT Salin (Irene) - Firbank Grammar
- SHE Feihong (David) - Geelong Grammar
- SONG Kexin (Kathy) - Firbank Grammar
- SONG Li Yin (May) - Presbyterian Ladies’ College
- SUN Qifan (Annie) - Lauriston Girls’ School
- TANG Jingxia (Annie) - Mater Christi College
- WANG Chao (Eric) - Box Hill North Primary School
- WANG Dufan (Shirley) - Point Cook Secondary College
- XU Jiayi (Joyce) - Lauriston Girls’ School
- XU Lai (Lexie) - Presbyterian Ladies’ College
- XU Shou Yuan (Sean) - Geelong Grammar
- XU Zihan (Sandra) - Koonung Secondary College
- ZHANG Jinyuan (Geroge) - Billanook College
- ZHANG Zehui (Merlin) - Caulfield Grammar
- ZHAO Yu (Yu) - Aquinas College
- ZHENG Jiaxin (Alice) - Firbank Grammar

---

**Wishing all our graduates continued success in 2017**

www.avaloncollege.vic.edu.au